Fluke LVD1 Volt Light

Non-contact AC voltage detector and LED flashlight combined in one convenient, compact design, with exclusive dual-sensitivity.

Non-contact AC voltage detector and LED flashlight combined in one convenient, compact design. Exclusive dual-sensitivity provides fast answers in a wide range of situations. The voltage detector glows blue when it’s near AC voltage, and glows red when it’s at the source. Detects voltages from 40 V AC to 300 V AC. Voltage detector glows blue when sensing 50 Hz - 60 Hz within 2.5 - 13 cm (1 - 5 in) away from source. Ultra-bright white LED with 100,000 hour bulb life. AAA battery included.

Dual levels of detection sensitivity
- Blue indicates you are close to ac voltage
- Red indicates you’re at the source
- Detects voltages from 40 V ac to 300 V ac
- Operating Temperature 0 °C to 50 °C
- Ultra-bright white LED
- 100,000 hour bulb
- AAA battery included

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Meets UL/ANSI 61010-1/CSA22.2
No. 61010-1 (2004) Pollution Degree 2

EMC COMPLIANCE
Meets EN 61326-1:2006,
EN 61326-2-2:2006 CISPR 11

OPERATING
40 V ac to 300 V ac

TEMPERATURE
Operating: 0 °C to 50 °C (32 °F to 122 °F)
Storage: -10 °C to 50 °C (-14 °F to 122 °F)

ALTITUDE
2000 m

CLEANING
Clean with damp cloth

BATTERY LIFE
Approximately 7 hours continuous

WARRANTY
One year